DVDs: The library also has past Acting Studies performances.
As you like it (dir. Czinner)
As you like it (directed by Kenneth Branagh)
King Lear (dir. Eyre)
Love’s labour’s lost (Globe)
Macbeth (Judi Dench/Ian McKellen)
Hamlet (RSC with David Tennant)
Othello (RSC version/Trevor Nunn)
Romeo and Juliet (Luhrmann)
The hollow crown: Henry IV
The hollow crown: Henry V
The hollow crown: Richard II
The Merchant of Venice
Brilliant public speaking
Introduction to Stanislavski for teachers
Stagecraft
The Laramie Project
The trial (Steven Berkoff)
Theatre practitioners: Steven Berkoff
This is not a dream
Working with Pinter

As you like it (dir. Edzard)
As you like it (Globe production)
King Lear (dir. Elliott)
Love’s labours lost (dir. Dromgoole)
Macbeth (Patrick Stewart)
Much ado about nothing
Romeo and Juliet (Globe production)
Shakespeare’s Globe

The taming of the shrew
Freeing the voice
Masks of the Commedia dell’Arte
The anatomy of voice
The story of Unity Theatre
East (Steven Berkoff)
This is performance art: parts 1 & 2

More information about the library can be found on Moodle,
vle.morleycollege.ac.uk. Note: Moodle will be phased out
by the end of 2022 and material transferred to a new platform.
We also have access to JSTOR log in as MorleyCollege,
password knowledge2019 using the login at the top right.
Library:
Lower Library:
E:

020 7450 1828
020 7450 1827
library@morleycollege.ac.uk

Morley College Library

A selected guide to resources for

Theatre and Drama
Audition speeches (792.0288)
Actor's audition speeches for all ages and accents
Actresses' audition speeches
Audition monologues: and how to prepare for auditions
Audition speeches for women
Audition speeches for young actors 16+
Auditions: a practical guide
Classical audition speeches for women
Classical monologue: women
Duologues for all accents and ages
For women: pocket monologues from
Shakespeare
Hear me now: audition monologues for actors of colour
More alternative Shakespeare auditions for women
More duologues for all accents and ages
Soliloquy!: the Shakespeare monologues: men
Soliloquy!: the Shakespeare monologues: the women
The Methuen audition book for men
The Methuen audition book for women
The Methuen book of modern monologues for women
Together now: original duologues

Performance and devising (792.02)
Certain fragments: contemporary performance and forced
entertainment
Creating solo performance
Devising in process
Devising performance: a critical history
Devising theatre: a practical and theoretical guide to physical
theatre
Drama games for devising
The Frantic Assembly book of devising theatre
Games for actors and non-actors
Immersive theatre and audience experience: space, game and story in the work

of Punchdrunk
Immersive theatres: intimacy and immediacy in contemporary performance
Making a performance: devising histories and contemporary practices
Performance
Performance anxiety: a workbook for actors, singers, dancers and anyone who
performs in public
Practical guide to ensemble devising
Reframing immersive theatre: the politics and pragmatics of participatory
performance
The singing and acting handbook: games and exercises for the performer
Your handy companion to devising and physical theatre including 5 plays to play
with

E-resources

eBrary

The eBrary is a collection of almost 500 e-books accessible via OpenAthens,
from which you can





Read online
Print, up to 5% of the book
Download a chapter
Download to a mobile device for up to 21 days

Shakespeare study guides
Click on the images to go straight to the e-book.

Staging design and technical (792)
The art of the theatre workshop
Examining the use of theatrical technologies
in creating an immersive micro-scene
Stagecraft: the complete guide to theatrical
practice
Sound and music for the theatre: the art and
technique of design
Stage craft: an instructional guide to the art and
craft of theatre
The essential guide to stage management, lighting and sound
Designs for the theatre

Directing (792.0233)
Directing: a handbook for emerging theatre directors
Economies of collaboration in performance: more than the sum of the parts
From word to play: a textual handbook for directors
Instant Shakespeare: a practical guide for actors, directors and teachers
Thinking like a director: a practical handbook
The director's craft: a handbook for the theatre
Directing a play
From word to play: a textual handbook for directors
Naked cinema: working with actors
Playing Shakespeare
Systems of rehearsal
Text in action: a definitive guide to exploring text in rehearsal for actors and
directors
The director’s craft
Then what happens? Storytelling and adapting for the theatre

Theatre Studies: the Basics
Revise BTEC National Performing
Arts Revision Workbook

Etienne Decroux
Grotowski: Towards a poor theatre
Jacque Lecoq
Jacque Copeau
Konstantin Stanislavsky
Laban’s efforts in action: a movement
handbook for actors (with online video
resources)
Meisner in practice: a guide for actors,
directors and teachers
Playing Boal: theatre, therapy, activism
Sanford Meisner on acting
Stanislavski: a biography
Stanislavski: an actor prepares
Stanislavsky on the art of the stage
Stanislavski's legacy: a collection of comments on a variety of aspects of an
actor's art and life
Stanislavski in practice: exercises for students
Systems of rehearsal: Stanislavsky, Brecht, Grotowski and Peter Brook
The theatre and its double
Theatre of the absurd
Towards a poor theatre
Voice: onstage and off
Voice into acting: integrating voice and the Stanislavski approach
Vselevolod Meyerhold
Creating a role

The library also holds a variety of reference works and
theatrical biographies at 792.02809

Thinking like a director: a practical handbook

Careers in the theatre (792)
100 exercises to get you into drama school
An actor’s guide to getting work
Actors’ and performers’ yearbook 2019: essential
contacts for stage, screen and radio
Make acting work: the practical path to a successful
career
A practical guide to working in theatre
The actor and the camera
The Edinburgh Fringe survival guide: how to make your
show a success
There's money where your mouth is: the insider's guide to a career in voiceovers
Your life in theatre: a self-help guide for all stages of your career

Acting skills (792.028)
About acting
Acting: the basics
Acting for film: truth 24 times a second
Acting with Shakespeare: the comedies
Before the curtain opens: Alexander technique in the actor's life
Being an actor
Beyond Stanislavsky: the psycho-physical approach to actor training
Stanislavski in practice: exercises for students
Commedia dell ‘Arte: an actor’s handbook
Creating solo performance
D.I.Y. too
Different every night: freeing the actor
Drama games for actors: exploring self,
character and text
Essential acting: a practical handbook for
actors, teachers and directors
Games for actors and non-actors
Impro for storytellers
Impro: improvisation and the theatre
Instant Shakespeare: a practical guide
for actors, directors and teachers
Mastering Shakespeare: an acting class in seven scenes
Michael Chekhov handbook: for the actor
Other people's shoes: thoughts on acting

Playing Shakespeare
Playing the mask: acting without bullshit
Respect for acting
Screen acting workshop
Stage presence
The actor and the camera
The actor and the target
The invisible actor
The Michael Chekhov handbook: for the actor
The viewpoints book: a practical guide to viewpoints and
composition
There are no secrets: thoughts on acting
To the actor
Tools and techniques for character interpretation: a handbook of psychology for
actors, writers and directors

Voice and text work (792.028)
Acting Shakespeare’s language
Body voice imagination: ImageWork training and the Chekhov technique
Freeing Shakespeare's voice: the actor's guide to talking the text
Freeing the natural voice
From word to play: a textual handbook for directors
Make your voice heard: an actor's guide to increased dramatic range through
vocal training
Speaking Shakespeare
Teaching voice: workshops for young performers
Text in action:a definitive guide to exploring text in rehearsal for actors and
directions
The actor speaks: voice and the performer
The alchemy of voice: transform and enrich your life through the power of your
voice
The integrated voice: a complete voice course for actors
The need for words: voice and the text
The right to speak: working with the voice
The voice book: for everyone who wants to make the most of their voice
The voice book: for actors, public speakers and everyone who wants to make the
best of their voice
There's money where your mouth is: the insider's guide to a career in voiceovers
Voice and speech in the theatre
Voice and speech: an introduction
Voice and the actor
Voice: onstage and off

Voice into acting: integrating voice and the
Stanislavski approach
Voice overs: a practical guide
Well-tuned women: growing strong through
voicework

Physical Skills (792.028)
Actor movement: expression of the physical
being: a movement handbook for actors
The Alexander technique for actors
At work with Grotowski on physical actions
Before the curtain opens: Alexander technique in the actor's life
Beyond Stanislavsky: the psycho-physical approach to actor training
Body voice imagination: ImageWork training and the Chekhov technique
Laban’s efforts in action: a movement handbook for actors (with online video
resources)
Marcel Marceau: master of mime
Mask characterization: an acting process
Movement training for actors
Physical theatres: a critical reader
The actor and his body
The articulate body: the physical training of the actor
The body speaks: performance and physical expression
The moving body: teaching creative theatre
The physical actor: exercises for action and awareness
The presence of the actor
The space to move: essentials of movement training
Through the body: a practical guide to physical theatre

Major theorists and theories (792.028 )
An actor prepares
An actor's handbook: an alphabetical arrangement of concise statements on
aspects of acting
An actor's work on a role
Before the curtain opens: Alexander technique in the actor’s life
Bertollt Brecht: chaos according to plan
Brecht on theatre: the development of an aesthetic
Building a character
The complete Brecht toolkit
The complete Stanislavsky toolkit
Complicite rehearsal notes: a visual essay of the unique working methods of the
company

